Nomarski differential
interference-contrast
microscopy
by Walter Lang
11. Formation of the interference image

Part I of the general des cription of No
marski d ifferential interference-contrast mi
croscopy dealt w ith the fundamentals and
experimental designs of ZEISS interference 
contrast equipment (12). Thls second part of
the description will be devoted to the for
mation of the differential interference-con
trast image (In the followlng called DIC
image, following a suggestion by J. Gahm).
For th is purpose, the wavefronts of the
Wollaston prism will be described first in
Sectlon 1. The background image, wh lch
depends on the differences of path length
and amplitude of the interfering waves, is
discussed in Section 2. The formation of the
DIC image (Section 3) is expl ained with the
aid of model objects. A detailed discussion
of objects from the different flelds of ap
plication of Nomarski DIC microscopy would
be beyond the scope of this series of
papers ; it Is therefore reserved for separate
publication.

1. The wavefronts in the Wollaston prism
A wavefront is the IIne jo in ing the po ints of
Identical phase within a wave packet (see,
e. g., I , 6, 11, 13, 14, 15, 23). The behavior
of wavefronts in a Wollaston prism (18) will
be explained wlth the aid of example a) of
Fig. 1. In the lower crystal, a IInearly
polarized wave w lth the plane wavefront Z
ls split into two plane-polarlzed components,
viz . the ordinary wave and the extraordinary
wave. Both waves have different refractlve
indices : with yellow sodlum light of wave
length 589 .3 m,u, the ord lnary wave in a
quartz crystal has a refractlve index of no
1.5442, the extraordinary wave one of neo
= 1.5534. Consequently, the dlfference In
refractive index ls 0.0092, in other words ,
neo Is almost 0.6 % larger than no. Since
the propagation speed of the wave In the
crystal Is inversely proportional to the re
fractive index, it follows that the ordinary
wave has a hlgher speed than the extraor
dinary wave 1. As a result, the wavefront Zo
ls in advance of the wavefront Z eo in the
lower prism.

=

1 Thls holde generally for

po eillvely unJaxlal crys 
tals such as quartz. The opposIte applies to nega
tlvely unla xial crystals such as calcite (1, 21).
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So-ca lied angular wave splitting occurs at
the cemented surface, I. e. the ordinary
and the extraordinary wave take different
courses. The angle subtended by them Is
less than half a minute. In add ition, the
ordlnary wave of the lower prism becomes
the extraordinary wave In the upper prism,
while the extraordinary wave of the lower
pr lsm becomes the ordinary wave in the
upper prism (12, 15, 21). In case a) this
means that in the upper prism the wave
front Z eo ls in advance of the wavefront Z o
because as Z o, Zeo has advanced beyond
the second wave in the lower prlsm to such
an extent that this advance Is only slowly
made up for in the upper prism . S ince the
angular splitting at the cemented surface ls
only very srnall , the geometrlcal paths of the
two components in the central pos ition of
the Wollaston pr lsm shown in the diagram
are only slightly larger than In the lower
half of the pr ism . Consequently, as the two
waves emerge from the Wollaston prism,
they have covered identical optical path
lenqths-', I. e. both wavefronts leave the
Wollaston prlsm simultaneously w ith zero
path difference-. If after emerglng from the
Wollaston pr lsm the two waves pass
through alr, the same refractlve index ap
plies to both of them , I. e. thelr speed is
identical. As a result, the path dlfference
between the two waves Is maintalned . In the
special case a) it Is zero.
If, for reasons that will be discussed later,
a path difference Is desired, thls can be
obtained by shiftlng the Wollaston prlsm
perpendicular to the directlon of the inc ldent
bundle of light. In case b), the advance of
Z oover Z eo In the lower prlsm Is such that
it is compensated only partly in the upper
half of the prism (wavefronts not shown) :
outside the Wollaston prlsm, Z eo advances
in relation to Zo. The opposite case Is
shown in the example c) ,
In the experimental design of DIC equ lp
ment for transmitted light uslng two Wolla
ston prisms, a path difference can be lntro
duced by shiftlng one of them because for
the final DIC image It Is of no Importance
whether the optical path dlfference is caused
by the auxi llary prism In the condenser or
whether It Is Introduced by means of the
pr inclpal pr ism (12, 16, 17, 18, 20) located

between objective and Image . A displace
ment of the princlpal prism ls given prefer
ence only for reasons of convenience. The
most favorable conditions for this case fol 
low from Fig . 1 if the diagram is imag ined
inverted . - If Nomarski prisms were utillzed
instead of Wollaston prisms, no basically
new cons iderations would result with regard
to the behavior of the wavefronts in the
crystal (see 7, 18). The diagram thus ob
tained would merely be less clear than in
the case of the Wollaston prisms discussed
above,

2. The interference background image
In the following, the formation and inter
pretation of the background image in No
marski DIC microscopy will be explained .
By background image we understand the
image of an object-free area in the spec t
men . With the ZEISS DIC equipment (and
using wh ite light for illumination of the
object), th is background can be made to
appear black-and-white or gray or colored .
Thls means that a multitude of different
color phenomena may be encountered even
if there is no rnlcroscopic object in the light
path. These phenomena must not be at
tributed to a microscoplc object, but con
sidered as Instrument characteristics, as
equipment parameterst. A detailed explana
tion of the formation of the background
image on one hand shows the multitude of
optical staining possibilities. On the other
hand it is Intended to warn agalnst possible
sources of error in the interpretation of the
interference image due to careless use of
the equ ipment. - Before elaborating on the
most essential chara cteristics of this equ ip
ment, a few concepts from the field of inter
ference colors should be briefly rev iewed.
Fig. 2 shows schematically the conditions
in the case of the superposition of two

, Optlcal path length (2, 11, 13, 14, 15, 24): LI = nd,
where n = refracllve Index , d = geometrlcal path .
Thls Is also called Ihe path dlfference I', where r Is
preferably used for oplical path differences , e. g.
LI, - LI,.
In princlple, these equlpment parameters also apply
to Interference mlcroscopes of oth er design, such as
the Jamln-Lebedeff i nt erf er ence- contr ast equ ipm ent
made by ZEISS.
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Flg . 1: Wavefronts In a Wollaston prlsm . For greater cl arlty, the angular wave splJtll ng at the cemented
surface and the d lstance betw een the wavefron ts I o and I eo are exaggerated .
Richtung der opt ischen Achse des Kr istalls = Dlrectlon of opllc axts of crystal ; parallel = parallel; senkrecht
zur Ze ichenebene = perpendlcul ar to plane of diag ram ; Schwingungsebene des Lichtes = Vibration plane of
light; unter 45° geneigt = Incllned 45° ; senk recht = perpendlcular; parallel zur Zeichenebene = paralle l to
plane of diagram ; Wellenfronten = Wavefronts; der einfall enden Welle = of Inc ldent wave; der ordentlichen
Welle = of ordlnary wave; der außerordentlichen Welle = of extraordlnary wave .

Flg . 2: Interference of wh lte light. For sl mpll fic atl on.
only the colors blue, green and red are shown .
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coherent wave packets of white light (11,
15, 22) with optical path differences LI of 50,
200 and 550 mfl-. For greater clarity, only
three colors of the white light are shown , .
namely blue (wavelength J.
400 mfl-),
green (J.
550 mfl-) and red (J.
700 mfl-).
Making allowance for the sign , the inter
fering components (dotted and dashed
curves) yield the solid curves as resulting
waves. If the optical path difference be
tween 1: 1 and 1:2 is small, e. g. 50 mfl , as
ls shown in the upper part of the figure,
then with all three colors the f inal curves
have larger amplitudes than the individual
curves: we then speak of constructlve inter
ference. The extreme ls encountered lf LI
= 0 or a whole multiple of the light wave
length. Thus in the lower part of the figure ,
the optical path difference of 550 mfl Is
equivalent to the wavelength of the green
light. In this case the two components are
"in phase", whereas, if LI
200 rn« , the
two component beams of the blue light are
of "opposite phase ", They interf ere destruc
tively. This means that the wh ite light is
deprived of the blue component. The other
final curves, in our example the green and
red ones, will then mix uniformly In accord

=
=

=

=

ance with their intensity rat io! to form a so
call ed interference color, (To avoid rnls
understandings, it should be pointed out
already here that this Interference color is
not identical w ith that of the DIC image.)
Since the intensity ratio of the different
colors varies with optical path difference,
every path difference is assoclated with a
characteristic interference color. However,
this applies only to path differences which
do not exceed the coherence length
(see 11).
In Fig. 2 it was tacitly assumed that the
superimposed components (dotted and
dashed curves) vibrate in one and the same
plane . With interference mtcroscopes this
precondition, which is indispensable for the
interference of two coherent waves, is not
given from the start, but must be brought
about with the aid of an analyzer. The same
holds for the Nomarski DIC equipment: as
is evident from Fig. 3 a), an analyzer ar

• Due to the differen ce In wavelength the final curves
of the different colors cannot Interfere . The Intenslty
ratio 15 therefore declslve for the resultant Inter
ference color.

ranged between the principal pr ism and the
eyepiece (18) intercepts the waves with the
vectors of electrical field strength e, and
e2 and allows only the components elA or
-+

e2A coinciding with the vibration dlrection of
the analyzer A to pass (see " 6, 7, 12). The
-+

components elP

or

e2P, however, wh ich

-+

together give ep, are perpendicular to the
transrnlsslon direction of the analyzer and
therefore have no effect on the final DIC
image. In addition, the components parallel
to the transmission directlon of the analyzer
shown in Fig. 3 a) are of opposite, but
Identical magnitude so that they cancel out.
Transferring these results to ZEISS DIC
equipment, Fig. 3 a) corresponds to zero
path difference, i. e. the field of view is
dark. The Mlchel-Levy color chart (19)
reveals that zero path difference is equiv
alent to the interference color black.
If there ls a path difference between the two
waves emerging from the principal prlsm,
then e, and e2 differ in length (Fig. 3 b).
Consequently, the length of the components
eu\ and e2A also differs. In the DIC image,
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Fig . 3: The efleet of the analyzer in ZEISS Di e equ lpm enl. P

=

-

tran smission dlreellon of polar lzer, A ~

trans miss ion dir eetion of analyzer , A' = dir eetion perpend ieula r to A , e - veetor of ele etr leal fleld st rength ,
Inde x 1 or 2 = waves emer glng fr om princip al prism s w ith mutuall y perpend lcu lar v ibrat ion plan es . a) crossed
= 0 betw een w aves 1 and 2; b) same as a), but
= 0; c) P and A not rlgo ro usly cros sed .
P and A .
~ 0; d) same as c) , but
~ o.

r

r

r

r

Fig . 4: W av efro nt s at d ifferen t po int s in the l ight path and Intensity distribut ion In the Interm ed iate Imag e
p lane of a DIC unit in acc ordanc e w lh the diagram in th e lefthand port ion of the Illustration. Cas es A to D are
di stingu lshed by the path differen ces between th e wav efronts 2\ and 2:, .
Zwisehenblldebene = Intermed iate im age pl ane ; Analysator (135°) = An aly zer (135°) ; Hauptprisma = Principai
pr tsrn: Ob je ktiv = Ob je cllve ; (Mode ll- ) Objekt = (Mod el-) obj ect ; Kondensor = Cond enser; HIlfsprisma ~
Au x i ll ary pr lsm; Po lar isator (45°) ~ Polarl zer (45°) ; Fall = Cas e.
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the resu ltant of these tw o vectors, name ly

A

eA, becomes effecti ve . (The vector ep result

A

a)

b)

ing from elP and e2P is perpendicular to the
transmission direction of the analyzer and
thus does not contribute to the DIC image.) 
If the path difference is 50 m,u, e. g. as in
Fig. 2, top, the DIC image will assume a hue
between iron and lavender gray, as is also
ev ident from the Michel-Levy color chart (6) .
A gray blue to gr ay or deep red hue in the
DIC image corresponds to a path differenee
of 200 or 500 rn«, respectively (see Fig . 2) .

e/

e;

p

p

If polarizer and anal yzer are not accurately
crossed (Figs . 3 c and d) , the DIC image
will be aff ected in a different way. Wh ile

A

c)

A

e, and e2 ar e of identical length in Fig . 3 e)
(wh ich corresponds to zero path d ifference) ,
their components in the transmission direc
-

-+

ti on of th e analyzer, e,A and e2A, are of dif

p

ferent magn itude. The re sultant eA therefore
differs from zero (in spite of zero path dif 
ference). It Iig hts the image background. The

p

-+

vector eA resulting from e, A and e2A is per
pendicular to A and therefore cannot affect
the interf ere nce image .

A'

If, in addition , there is a path d ifference
be tw een the components 1 and 2, e" ez and
thus
4
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also

differ in

length

(Fig . 3 d) . The resultant eA strikes the DIC
image in a different way than ls the case in
Fig . 3 b) . To avoid unnecessary difficult ies
in the interpretation of the DIC image, lt is
therefore advisable to work with crossed
polarizer and analyze r.

y.x l([]Lx 'l@. YD
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3. The DIe image
In interference microscopes, the "object
structure " seen in the microscopic image is
the optic al expression of very different
physical magn itudes of the mi croscop ic
ob ject. W ith th e N omarsk i D IC equ ipment
described in th is paper, the interference
image of an isotropi e pha se object depends
a) on the magnitude of the angular or
lateral wave splitting and b) on the path
difference between the two components (see
also 6, 7, 11, 23) . The path difference
eaused by a transparent objeet is g iven by
the product of the refractive inde x and

geometrieal thiekness of the object. As is
shown in Seetion 2, an additional path dif
ferenee ean be superimposed by means of
the prineipal prism.
The path differenee eaused by an opaque
objeet depends on the geometrieal profile of
the objeet and the phase retardat ion result
Ing from refleetion of the waves from the
opaque objeel. In this ease also an ad
ditional path differenee ean be introduced
with the aid of the Wollaston (or Nomarski)
prism whieh in the reflected-l ight equipment
is traversed twiee and therefore acts both
as an auxiliary and a principal prism (12,

16,17,18,20).

the x-eoordinate. For the DIC image only
the difference of optical paths between ~1
and ~2 is of import ance. Making due allow
ance for the slqn , this is obtained by sub
traeting the wave ~2 from ~15. The result is
shown in diagram d'. If - following a sug
gestion by Nomarski (16, 17, 18) - this dif
ference or the differential wave ~D is as
sumed to be an undisturbed referenee wave,
supplemented by a second, plane wave ~o ,
then the representation in d' is equivalent
to d. It ls, however, considerably c1earer,
an advantage that ls feit above all with
complieated deformed wavefronts.
If monoehromatic light is used, the slrnpllfied
relationship I
10 sin 2 ( Cb/2) holds for the
intensity distribution of the DIC Image,
where 10 is the maximum intensity in the
image and (/) the phase angle . An angle Cb
= 360° eorresponds to a path difference
= .1.. For
= - J../2 corresponding to Cb
180°, sin (- 180°12)
sln 90°
1
and I = 10 (_1)2 = 10 , The same value ls
obtained for
= + J../2. For
= 0, I also
beeomes zero. Thus all values required to
indieate the intensity distribution in the x
direetion in the diagram e are known. The
diagram e' gives an idea of the intensity
distribution in the x and y-directions, as in
pra ctiee the DIC Image is seen as a eircular
disk in the Intermediate image plane . In the
example, two brlght bands ean be seen
against a completely dark background .
These bands indieate that in the correspond
ing specimen area the optieal th iekness
not ieeably differs in the x and/or y-direc
tions from that at directly adjacent points.
Only this eauses the deformation of the
originally plane wavefronts, and only those
points in whieh
varles in the x (and/or y-)
direction become visible in the DIC image.
In the present case, the fringe spaeing is
at the same time a measure of the width of
the phase object. The fringe width depends
on the lateral wave displacement in the
equ ipment; lt Is chosen so that it is smaller
or , at best, identical to the microscopic

=

Fig. 4 shows on the left a diagram of a DIC
unit for transmitted light us ing two Wolla
ston prisms. A body of rectangular cross
section is represented as an isotropic,
i. e. nonbirefringent object (speeimen slide,
mounting med ium and cover glass are not
shown). The condition of the wavefronts at
the points a to d in the light path is il
lustrated in the right-hand part of Fig. 4.
The intensity distribution of the DIC image
formed in the intermediate image plane,
marked e in the diagram, ls also discussed.
Let the refractive index of the object be
smaller than that of the mounting medium :
the portions of the wavefronts passing
through the objeet are then aecelerated, I. e.
they are advanced in relation to the portions
of the wavefronts not affected by the object,
The resulting wavefront deformation ls all
the larger, the greater the thiekness and
smaller the refractive index of the object.
In the eases A to C the path differenee is
assumed to be + J../2, and in case D + J../8
(diagrams c).
In ease A lt is assumed that no additional
path differenee is introduced between ~l
and ~2 by the principal prism. The function
of the prineipal prism is thus essentially to
cancel the angular wave splitting produeed
by the auxiliary prism. In the process, how
ever, a lateral displacement of the wave
front deformations oecurs (d), so that path
differenees are, after all, Introduced be
tween ~1 and ~2 ' But the path differenees
thus caused can only oecur at po ints of the
wavefronts where the objeet has already
introdueed a change of path dlfferenee
by

r

r
=_

r

=-

r

=-

r

r

Thls purely formal transformation Is carr led out
excluslvely for reasons of convenlence and has noth
Ing to do w lth the subtractlon or addition of Inter
fer lng waves requlred In Inte rference mlcroscopy.
Before reachlng the analyzer, 21 and 2z cannot Inter
fere for the simple reason that the lr vibration dlrec
tlons are mutually perpendlcular.

S

resolving power. In addition, the fringe w idth
depends on the change of path difference
in the x and y-direetions (on the gradient
of F) and thus on the object or the specl
men (see examples in Fig. 5).
The DIC image e' in case B of Fig. 4 shows
two bl ack fringes on a bright background.
Consequently, case B Is complementary to
A. The inversion of the brightness distri
bution ts brought about by the path dlf
ference +}J2 between ~1 and ~2 (dia
gram d). - In case C (diagram d), ~1 lags
behind ~2 by }J2 . The same intensity distri
bution (e') ls obtained as in case B. With
the prineipal prism in opposite positions,
i. e. symmetrical to the zero position, both
these cases ean be realized.
In case D, the path differenee eaused by
the object is assumed to be }J8 and the
path differenee introduced by the principal
prism }J4 (d), contrary to A, Band C. Com 
putation of the intensity distribution yields a
different brightness of the two fringes . The
impression is that of one-s ided oblique
ill uminati on of the ob]ect (7, 20) w ith the
well-known three-d imensional character".
(See also Figs. 48 , 81, 443 in Michel [14)).
Fig 5 eontains further examples of the for
mation of DIC images of different isotropic
phase objects. Here only those diagrams
are included wh leh are essential to the
understanding of the problem. The diagrams
that have been omitted can easily be added
in aeeordance with the example shown in
Fig. 4. If white light is used instead of
monochromatic light, the eontrast of the
object Is Inereased by interferenee colors .
This will be explained with the aid of a
wavefront (see also [6]) , whieh in a similar
form was used already in Fig. 5 (I' d') , to
demonstrate the process of image formatt ön
by monochromatic IIghl. This is why optical
wavelengths and path differenees are ind i

• DIC Images 01 a phase object slmllar to the model
under dls cusslon are found elsewhere (20). It should
be noted that the photomlcrographs publlshed ther e
show two parallel furrows In the evaporated film of
a spec lmen silde so that a total 01 four edges can be
seen ; the model object In Fig. 4 can, of cou rse . pro
duce only two edges . - Case A ls, In general , com 
parable to Flg. 36 a (In 20). case C (and case B) to
36 c, and D correaponds to 36 b.

15

Fig . 5: Deformed wevefronts with the resulting intensity distribution In the x-directlon of the DIC Image. Path
differenc es In backg round = zero (I, 11, 111) or not zero (I', 11', 111').
Fig. 6: Color contrast In DIC image .
Flg. 7: Deformation of a plane wavefront by an opaque object with two different phases .
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cated on the ordinate in multiples of half
the wavelength of the light used. This is, of
course, inappropriate in the case of white
light.

r

ls 300 m,u,
In the ranges " a " of Fig. 6.
which according to the Mlchel-Levy color
chart (19) corresponds to yellow of the flrst
order. In the range b,
rises from 300 to
600 ttu«, colors ranging from first-order
yellow to second-order blue being traversed.
However, the
intermediate interference
colors are less pranounced, since they are
relatively crowded due to the considerable
variation of
The same applies to the
other end in the b range. The color of the
plateau (roughly indigo) can, however, be
recognized more clearly. In the c range, the
variation of
with x is not as abrupt as
before. The colors are therefore easier to
recognize . viz. yellow and first-order whlte
at the upper edges of the furrows, followed
by various gray hues which finally become
black at
o.

r

r.

r

r =

The remarks on the formation of the DIC
image with transmitted light also hold for
reflected light. Characteristic differences
exist only in two points . Firstly, a single
Wollaston or Nomarski prism represents the
auxiliary and principal prisms in the re
fiected-Ilght equipment. However, such an

arrangement can be formally transformed
into a transmitted-light setup, as was ex
plained elsewhere (12). Secondly, there is
an essential difference In the causes of the
wavefronts deformed by the object. In the
case of isotropie transparent objects, the
local product of refractive index and geomet
rical thickness of the object determines the
form and extent of the wavefront deforma
tion . With opaque objects, the surface relief
and thus the geometrical path as weil as the
phase retardation due to reflection of the
wave fram the object (21) determine the
shape and magnitude of the wavefront de
formation (6, 11. 23). Thls is illustrated by
Fig. 7. Let the opaque object consist of two
phases (hatched), which Impart a different
amount of retardation to the reflected waves.
A plane wavefront reflected by the object
is transformed into the wavefront 1:'1 ' The
rectangular deformatIons may at the same
time serve as an example of ambiguous
image formation (see also Fig. 4, B, C ; for
further examples, see publicatlons 6, 11, 18,
23). Special cases like these are posslble
in principle If the final image Is, among
other thlnqs, the result of two different
magnitudes, such as the thickness and re
fractive Index of the object. An unambiguous
interpretation Is then possible only on the
basls of additional information or measure
ment using one of these two magnitudes.
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